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Abstract—Five spaceborne X-band synthetic aperture radars
(X-SARs) are nowadays operating, and several more will be
launched in the coming years. These X-SAR sensors, able to image
the Earth’s surface at metric resolution, may provide a unique
opportunity to measure rainfall over land with spatial resolution of
about a few hundred meters due to the moving-target degradation
effects. This work is devoted to experimentally demonstrate this
X-SAR capability, which can also be exploited to correct synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imagery for rainfall attenuation effects.
Several case studies, selected from TerraSAR-X (TSX) overpasses
over Europe and the southern U.S. in 2008, are qualitatively
analyzed in terms of rainfall signatures. Visual validation of these
rainfall SAR signatures is carried out by using available data from
ground-based weather radars. A detailed data analysis for the case
study of Hurricane “Gustav” on September 2, 2008, is carried
out to assess a quantitative correlation among X-SAR response
and near-surface precipitation rain rate. Two simplified empirical
inversion algorithms, based on statistical regression and probability matching, are developed to retrieve rain rate from TSX
cross-track ground-range measurements. The TSX-retrieved rain
fields are compared to those estimated from the Next Generation
Weather Radar (NEXRAD) in Mobile (Alabama, U.S.), showing
a root-mean-square error less than 15 mm/h and a correlation of
about 0.7.
Index Terms—Inversion methods, microwave modeling, precipitation, X-band synthetic aperture radar (X-SAR).

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

LOBAL precipitation measurements are needed by
weather and climate modelers because the release of latent heating affects the performance of such models [1]. Precipitation measurements are also required to facilitate management
strategies for hydrology, transportation, and agriculture [2]. As
computer performance has improved, global circulation models
are able to operate with more realistic atmospheric physics
and with higher spatial and temporal resolution. Some of those
models are already able to simulate cumulus convection over
the Earth entire globe. Global cloud-resolving models, such as
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the Nonhydrostatic ICosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM)
are currently operating with 3.5-km resolution [3]. Such models
shall require satellite observations with comparable, or better,
spatial resolution to provide diagnoses of their performance and
to develop compatible data assimilation procedures [4].
Since the 1980s, much of our understanding of global precipitation has been provided by spaceborne passive microwave
radiometers (e.g., [5]). Unfortunately, precipitation retrievals
over land from microwave radiometer data have had limited
success because they rely on the scattering properties of ice
in the upper regions of precipitating clouds. The relationship
between surface rainfall rates and the scattering properties
of frozen hydrometeors is problematic, and it is affected by
many ambiguities [6]. Shallow stratiform rainfall may be not
detectable due to the low contrast between cloud microwave
radiance and land surface high emissivity [5]. The horizontal
resolution of spaceborne microwave radiometers between 10
and 25 km also limits their sensitivity to small convective rain
cells [7], [8]. Only satellite radiometers, measuring infrared
outgoing long-wave radiation might be capable of providing
measurements with a resolution on the order of few kilometers. However, the infrared radiance is almost saturated by the
presence of precipitating clouds within the observed scene thus
providing a relatively poor estimate of rainfall [7].
Some of these limitations can be addressed by space-based
radars operating at Ku-band (i.e., about 2 cm wavelength) [5].
The Ku-band precipitation radar (PR) aboard the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission satellite has provided unprecedented
and unique precipitation measurements over land [9]. However,
if significant shallow precipitation or rain cells smaller than
4 km occur, then PR may miss or underestimate the intensity of
such precipitation [10]. The high spatial resolution of synthetic
aperture radars (SARs) operating at X-band (i.e., about 3 cm
wavelength) can provide new insights into the structure of
precipitating clouds, and it may permit the observation of small
precipitation cells at microalpha scale (between 0.2 and 2 km).
Indeed, the nominal spatial resolution of SAR (on the order
of meters) is degraded by the turbulent motion of the storm
hydrometeors (on the order of hundreds of meters) due to the
broadening of the Doppler-frequency filters used in fixed-target
imaging [11].
Spaceborne SARs at C-band and L-band (i.e., about 5 and
21 cm wavelengths, respectively) have a long heritage of Earth
observation [11]–[13]. However, such space radars are relatively insensitive to rainfall. The Space Shuttle missions in
1994 and 2000 carried the first X-band SAR (X-SAR) along
with L-band and C-band SARs [14]. Within the last decade,
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it has been shown that the shorter wavelengths of X-SARs
can enable them to respond to rainfall, even though the
impact of the side-looking geometry and the coupling of
backscattering and attenuation mechanisms are still open issues
[15]–[20].
Several X-SARs, which are currently or will soon be placed
in orbit, provide a new opportunity to measure precipitation from space. The Constellation of Small Satellites for
Mediterranean basin Observations (COSMO-SkyMed or CSK)
has been developed by the Agenzia Spaziale Italiana [21]. Three
of these CSK satellites are already aloft, and the fourth will be
launched within 2009. The TerraSAR-X (TSX) was launched
on 2007 by the Deutsches Zentrum f. Luft u. Raumfahrt (DLR)
[22]. Another X-SAR, within the TandDEM-X mission, will be
lunched by DLR by 2009. The SAR Technology Demonstration
Satellite (TecSAR) was launched by the Israeli Ministry of
Defense in 2008 [23] and the Korean Aerospace Research
Institute plans to launch the KOrea Multi-PurposeSATellite-5
(KOMPSAT-5) near the end of the decade.
In previous studies, we developed a theoretical and numerical
framework to model spaceborne X-SAR response to precipitation systems, characterized by liquid and frozen hydrometeor
spatial distributions [24]–[27]. Prior to 2007, the only available imagery from space was that obtained from the SAR-X/
spaceborne imaging radar-C in 1994 and 2000, as already mentioned. The aim of this paper is to show evidences of rainfall
signatures on TSX imagery acquired during 2008 not only in a
qualitative way (e.g., [28] and [29]), but also in a quantitative
way by performing and validating rainfall retrieval from TSX
data. To meet these objectives, the TSX archive was surveyed,
and case studies of mesoscale precipitation were carefully
selected. The confirmation of these qualitative and quantitative
evidences about TSX rain signatures can be effectively verified
with coregistered weather radar (WR) imagery available during
the TSX overpass.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will
introduce the TSX system and the basics of X-SAR response
interpretation and qualitatively describe some case studies in
terms of available TSX imagery and ground-based WR data.
In Section III, a quantitative correlation analysis will be performed, and an X-SAR data inversion algorithm will be developed and applied to retrieve rainfall fields. In Section IV,
conclusions will be drawn.
II. C ASE A NALYSIS
The TSX is a German Earth observation satellite that uses
an X-SAR to provide high-quality topographic information
for commercial and scientific applications [22]. Launched on
June 15, 2007, aboard a Dnepr Russian rocket from Baikonur
(Kazakhstan), it produced preliminary imagery on June 19,
2007. The TSX satellite circles the Earth in a nearly polar
orbit at approximately 514 km altitude with a flight speed of
7.6 km/s, with a repetition rate of 11 days (due to swath overlay,
a 2.5-day revisit time can be achieved). It carries an active
phased array, operating at 9.65 GHz and consisting of 12 panels
(assembled in three mechanical leaves, each panel with 32 dualpolarized slotted-waveguide subarrays of 40 cm driven by a
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transmitting–receiving module) with an azimuth and elevation
size of 4.78 and 0.75 m, respectively.
The TSX short wavelength (about 3.1 cm) and small antenna
permits highly resolved digital radar images, up to 1 m at the
Earth’s surface [30]. The following four modes of operations
are foreseen: 1) Strip-Map (SM) mode; 2) ScanSAR (SC)
mode; 3) Spot-Light (SL) mode; and 4) High-resolution
Spot-light (HS) mode. Their swaths and ground resolutions
are presented in Table I. Single polarization means that TSX
may operate at copolar states, namely, horizontally transmit,
horizontally receive (HH) and vertically transmit, vertically
receive (VV), or cross-polar states, namely, vertically transmit,
horizontally receive (VH) and horizontally transmit, vertically
receive (HV). TSX dual polarization mode is a combination
of any two single-polarization capabilities (note that SM dual
polarization mode is implemented by toggling the transmit
and/or receive polarization between consecutive pulses so that
the cross-track swath width is reduced to 15 km [30]).
A. X-SAR Response Interpretation
It is conventional in SAR technical literature to use the symbol σ 0 to express the normalized radar cross section (NRCS)
[13]. However, in the presence of precipitation, we need to take
into account both the two-way attenuation of surface NRCS
due to rainfall and the atmospheric volume reflectivity. We
thus prefer to use the symbol σSAR to generalize the SAR
response. In this respect, the NRCS for each pixel (x, y) of the
observed scene, described by a cross-track ground coordinate x
and along-track ground coordinate y, can be formally described
by the sum of two terms (e.g., [25]), i.e.,
σSAR (x, y) = σsrf (x, y) + σvol (x, y)

(1)

where σsrf is the copolar backscattering NRCS from the surface
at copolar state HH or VV, attenuated by the two-way path
through the precipitating atmosphere, and σvol is the volume
backscattering NRCS from the precipitation at copolar state HH
or VV, due to the ice, melted and liquid hydrometeor reflectivity
weighted by the two-way path attenuation through the intervening precipitation. Microwave backscattering enhancement
due to hydrometeor multiple scattering effects is generally
negligible below Ka-band (e.g., [31]).
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Fig. 1. (Upper panel) Schematic view of the model used to compute the NRCS
from a horizontally variable two-layer precipitating cloud. (Lower panel)
Schematic X-band NRCS (in decibels) as a function of cross-track scanning
distance x, showing enhanced values on the left of the crossover point caused
by scattering from the cloud top and attenuation from rain in the lower cloud on
the right. The cloud top is at zt , and the freezing height is z0 , whereas the cloud
width is w. The viewing (incidence) angle with respect to nadir is θ, whereas
the surface background NRCS is σ 0 . The symbol Δr indicates the width of the
slant slice of atmosphere representing the SAR side-looking resolution volume
(as evident, this slant slice always includes the ground-range surface pixel).

If a uniform horizontally stratified rain slab is assumed, from
(1), the cross-track profile along x of σSAR at copolar state HH
or VV can be simply represented by [15]–[17]

η cos θ 
1 − e−2k(z0 / cos θ)
σSAR (x) = σ 0 e−2k(z0 / cos θ) +
2k
(2)
where σ 0 is the surface backscattering coefficient, k is the
specific attenuation at copolar state HH or VV, z0 is the rain
slab height, η is the volumetric reflectivity at copolar state
HH or VV, and θ is the incidence angle (with respect to the
surface normal). The simplified model, expressed by (2), is
substantially equivalent to that used for a uniform vegetation
canopy layer [32]. The finite horizontal extent of precipitation
cells and their vertical inhomogeneity need to be considered
for a proper interpretation of X-SAR response [19], [33]. With
respect to a nadir-looking radar such as PR, the radar resolution
volume of a side-looking radar, such as a SAR with θ between
20◦ and 50◦ (see Table I), is always represented by a slant
slice of atmosphere including the ground-range surface pixel,
as depicted in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the X-band NRCS model
developed to interpret the combined effect of the two terms
of (1) in the presence of both liquid and frozen hydrometeors
within a rectangular-shaped cell [24]–[26]. The horizontal and
vertical coordinates are x and z, respectively. Scattering occurs
within an oblique slice of thickness Δr (equal to SAR range
resolution) perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The
cloud top is at zt , and the freezing height is z0 , whereas

the cloud width is w. The viewing angle with respect to
nadir is θ. As the radar scans from left to right, for 0 < x <
(zt − z0 )/ tan(θ), the wave return is from the surface plus a
component scattered by the cloud-top hydrometeors. Moving
to the right along x between zt tan(θ) < x < zt / tan(θ) + w,
backscattering by rain and the radar return from the surface
are both attenuated so that the NRCS approaches a minimum value. Finally, for zt tan(θ) + w < x < zt tan(θ) + w +
zt tan(θ), the attenuation path starts to diminish so that the
scattering from the surface becomes less attenuated and the
NRCS increases, returning to the background value.
The moving-target nature of precipitation, characterized by
the advection of a turbulent flow with size-dependent particle
fall, can significantly affect the X-SAR nominal resolution
and geolocation [11], [16], [25]. If us and hs are the flight
velocity and satellite height (with the slant distance R =
hs / cos θ), while σv and ur are the rain terminal-velocity
spectrum spread and the storm advection horizontal speed in the
range direction, it can be shown that the along-track azimuth
resolution Δyat is given by Δyat ∼
= 2σv R/us , whereas for
the cross-track Doppler shift Δxct , it holds Δxct ∼
= ±ur R/us
[11], [16]. Another error that may affect the interpretation of
X-SAR signature, based on the schematic model of Fig. 1, is
the assumption of an incident plane-wave front (instead of a
spherical wave front). This error Δxpw can be approximated
for a rain layer by Δxpw ∼
= (z0 / sin θ)2 /(2hs cos θ) [25]. We
will quantify these effects for TSX X-SAR in Section II-B.
B. Available Imagery
SARs are spaceborne sensors not specifically devoted to
meteorological observations. Indeed, the atmosphere, and the
troposphere in particular, typically represents a noise for SAR
land remote sensing applications. Moreover, SARs are usually
operated on demand with predefined schedule received from
the operators and end-users with an orbit duty cycle usually
less than 20%. This means that, unlike meteorological satellite
sensors, the SAR sensor is not always switched on. This feature,
together with relatively small swaths (see Table I), further
reduces the probability of observing mesoscale precipitation
systems that are also observed by low-Earth-orbit (LEO) meteorological satellites and/or ground networks such as rain gauges
and ground-based WRs. Due to the high spatial resolution of
X-SAR images, the best circumstance is to couple X-SAR
imagery with operational WR maps to observe rainfall over
land. This consideration restricts the geographical choice to
ground-based remotely instrumented areas where rain data are
available.
Because of this constraint, we concentrated on two main
geographical regions, namely: 1) Europe and 2) North America.
In the latter region, for example, Next Generation Weather
Radar (NEXRAD) can provide excellent WR coverage with
acquisition time of the order of 5 min and spatial resolution
of 250 m in range by 0.5◦ in azimuth since mid 2008 (e.g.,
[34] and [35]). Moreover, the NEXRAD national Cartesian
mosaic is delivered at a horizontal resolution of about 1 km and
vertical resolution of 0.5 below the 3-km height, 0.5 km above
the 3-km height and below the 9-km height, and 1 km above
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the 9-km height [36]. It should be pointed out that European
radars usually operate at C-band, whereas NEXRAD network
exclusively uses S-band radars whose single-polarization systems are named Weather Surveillance Radar 1998 Doppler
(WSR-88D). Generally speaking, C-band radars show a better
sensitivity to rain targets with respect to S-band systems, but
path attenuation may hamper C-band observations within convective precipitation (e.g., [38]). For operational WR chains,
measurement artifacts such as beam blockage, anomalous propagation, and profile inhomogeneity are usually corrected, even
though residual errors may affect the estimated rainfall fields
[34]. Moreover, the conversion from WR measurements to rain
rate may be subject to large systematic and random errors,
mainly due to the variability of drop size distributions, if not
performed with ground-based polarimetric systems [37], [38].
Typical errors in the estimate of rainfall using conventional
single-polarization WR may exceed 50% [34], [35].
For this qualitative preanalysis, TSX uncalibrated images
have been acquired from the TSX “quick-look” archive during
2008 [30]. In this respect, we did not restrict the analysis
to ScanSAR HH-polarized imagery, which is, in principle,
the most suitable for our purposes due to its large swaths
and raindrop sensitivity. The search strategy was to check for
possible rainfall effects by comparing two TSX acquisitions
with and without the identified signatures. If the invariance of
the “background” image can be claimed (due to the short time
interval between the two acquisitions and/or the slow change
of the background image itself), the difference between the
current image and its “background” can highlight the searched
precipitation signature. If the X-SAR “background” image was
unavailable, then an NRCS histogram within and outside the
identified rain cells should provide an estimate of the average
surface NRCS and its uncertainty [16].
The variability of surface NRCS behavior has to be kept in
mind in the interpretation of X-SAR observations of rainfall
over land. This NRCS uncertainty tends, in general, to limit the
X-SAR sensitivity to lower rain intensities. First, precipitation
modifies the soil moisture with an influence on surface NRCS
[13]. Moreover, the two scenes may be viewed with different
observation geometries, thus changing the SAR backscattering,
foreshortening, and shadowing effects. Finally, the two images
may be acquired with different polarization states so that the
SAR responses may differ depending on the type of surface
such as bare soil, vegetated canopies, forests, and urban areas
0
at X-band may vary between
[32], [39], [40]. For instance, σVV
−10 and −7 dB with a moisture content varying between
6% and 24%, respectively, for forest biomass of 100 m3 /ha,
0
0
and σHH
is generally less
whereas the difference between σVV
than 2 dB [39]. For bare soils with moisture content of 10%,
0
may vary between −20 dB for smooth surface to about
σVV
−10 dB for rough surfaces (with a root-mean-square height
times the wavenumber larger than 3) and 0 dB for very rough
0
(Lambertian) surfaces, whereas the difference between σVV
0
and σHH is generally less than 3 dB for smooth surfaces and
about 0 dB for very rough surfaces [40].
It is finally worth evaluating the impact of TSX specifications
on the rain storm imaging when considering its effects on
azimuth and range resolution and displacement, as already
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mentioned (see Section II-A). Assuming us = 7.6 km/s and
hs = 514 km together with typical rain features σv = 1 m/s,
z0 = 5 km, and ur = 10 m/s, we obtain for the azimuth resolution Δyat ∼
= 135 m, for the ground shift Δxct ∼
= 676 m,
and for the wave-front error Δxpw ∼
= 40 m. Note that the rain
Doppler broadening σv in strong convection may reach values
of 5 m/s (thus increasing Δyat by a factor 5), whereas the storm
advection speed can even be larger than 20 m/s (thus doubling
Δxct ). Due to the low height of TSX satellite orbit, Δxpw is
almost negligible.
C. Case Studies
After a systematic survey of TSX available imagery in 2008,
we selected five case studies where rainfall signatures were
visually evident in TSX images and confirmed by space–time
colocated ground-based WR observations (see Table II). The
TSX images are uncalibrated gray-scale “quick-look” products
where lower and higher NRCSs are indicated by darker and
brighter colors, respectively. The nominal resolution of TSX
quick-look imagery, downloaded from the DLR website, is
about 100 m [30]. Note that the “quick-look” TSX images of
the dual polarization data are generally coded as follows: 1) red
for first channel within the dual-polarization acquisition (e.g.,
HH in case of HH/HV or HH/VV acquisition; VH in case of
VV/VH); 2) green for the second channel (e.g., HV for HH/HV;
VV for HH/VV; VH for VV/VH); and 3) blue for the absolute
value of the difference between the two acquired channels (i.e.,
modulus of the first channel minus the second channel in their
complex form).
Each case study of Table II will be briefly illustrated and
commented in the next sections.
1) Orleans Case Study: An example of a winter front near
Orleans (France) is shown in Fig. 2. A TSX ScanSAR image
at VV polarization is compared to an image from the C-band
MeteoFrance operational WR situated at Trappes, scanning at
about a 0.4◦ elevation angle on March 16, 2008, at 17:42 UTC
[34]. The scene is located at about 48.0◦ N × 1.0◦ E. The
background image without rain at HH polarization, obtained
on March 19, 2008, at 06:09 UTC, is also shown. Note that
the copolar NRCS difference between HH and VV response
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Fig. 2. (Upper left image) “Quick-look” TSX VV-polarized ScanSAR image in arbitrary units at 100-m resolution (DLR), collected on March 16, 2008,
at 17:42 UTC located at ∼48◦ N × 1◦ E southwest of Paris near Orleans (France). The rain signature is enclosed in the white ellipse. (Upper right image)
HH-polarized “background” scene (without rainfall), obtained on March 19, 2008, at 06:09 UTC, showing no rain signatures. (Lower left image) Same scene
viewed by the MeteoFrance operational radar (MeteoFrance), situated at Trappes and scanning at 0.4◦ elevation angle on March 16, 2008, at 17:40 UTC. Note
that the MeteoFrance radar product is in millimeters per 5 min. The thick continuous line indicates the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed line is the
range coordinate axis; the swath dimension is also shown.

is of the order of a few decibels both over bare soils and
boreal forests (depending on the soil moisture content and stem
volume).
The very bright areas on the TSX are mainly due to urban
areas. Even though at different copolarization states, the comparison between the two TSX images clearly reveals the signature of a rainfall squall line along the Loire river, recognized
by the black serpentine curve (i.e., low NRCS values due to
quasi-specular reflection over water), dividing the image almost
into two. As expected, the X-SAR NRCS due to rainfall tends
to be reduced, mainly due to the two-way path attenuation.
No backscattering enhancement (see Fig. 1) of the X-SAR
return with respect to the “background” NRCS is detectable
from Fig. 2. The WR image supports the evidence of a rain
cloud presence. From radiosonde sounding (launched at 12 and
24 UTC in Trappes), the freezing level within the TSX observed
scene is expected to be around 1.5 km so that some melting
effects on WR measurements may also be present, considering
that the scene itself is about 100 km far from the Trappes
C-band radar. The darker more uniform areas within the yellow
lines appear to correlate with the moderate NRCS decrease in
the TSX image. The correspondence between the TSX image
and the corresponding radar image suggests that the TSX could
be used to identify and estimate moderate rain rates (above
a few millimeters per hour), even though the uncertainty of
the surface NRCS may significantly degrade or nullify this
sensitivity.

2) Louisiana and Mississippi Case Study: A cold frontal
system passing over southeastern Louisiana and Mississippi
(U.S.) on April 18, 2008, at 23:57 UTC is shown in Fig. 3 using
the composite reflectivity of the NEXRAD national mosaic,
derived from the 128 WSR-88D radars every 5 min resampled
to a grid of 1 × 1 km2 and 31 height levels [36]. The white
box shows the site where the enlarged view of precipitation
around 31.0◦ N × 90.0◦ W occurred. The 1-km constantaltitude mosaic of NEXRAD data is compared to the 105-kmwide ScanSAR of TSX HH-polarized NRCS observations,
taken on April 18, 2008, at 23:57 UTC. The same scene viewed
with HH polarization on August 1, 2008, at 23:48 UTC, when
rain was not present, is shown for comparison. The selected
TSX scene clearly shows the correspondence between the rain
cell clusters within the TSX and WR images. Some brighter
areas, due to NRCS enhancement (see Fig. 1), around the
black regions of TSX precipitation signatures and not present
in the background TSX image, may reveal the presence of back
scattering from precipitating ice.
3) Kissimmee Case Study: Fig. 4 shows the synoptic view
of convective cells over central Florida on August 8, 2008,
at 23:22 UTC taken from the composite reflectivity of the
NEXRAD national mosaic at 1 km altitude [36]. The white
ellipse shows the site where the enlarged view of precipitation
around 28.3◦ N × 81.3◦ W occurred near Kissimmee (Florida,
U.S.). The 1-km elevation mosaic of NEXRAD data is compared to the 15-km-wide SM of TSX HH- and VV-polarized
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Fig. 3. (Upper left image) Synoptic view of a frontal system passing over southeastern Louisiana and Mississippi (U.S.) on April 18, 2008, at 23:57 UTC, taken
from NEXRAD WR reflectivity mosaic [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)]. (Center left image) Enlarged view of NEXRAD 4-km
elevation mosaic around 31◦ N × 90◦ W, corresponding to the white box in the previous image. White ellipses highlight precipitation regions, whereas dashed
circles highlight some NRCS enhancement regions, probably due to ice backscattering. (Center right image) The 100-km-wide ScanSAR map of quick-look TSX
HH-polarized NRCS observations in arbitrary units at 100-m resolution (DLR), acquired on April 18, 2008, at 23:57 UTC. (Far right image) Same TSX scene,
viewed with HH polarization on August 1, 2008, at 23:48 UTC when rain was not present (“background” image), is shown for comparison. The thick continuous
line indicates the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed line is the range coordinate axis; the swath dimension is also shown.

NRCS observations. The same scene viewed with HH and
VV polarization on August 30, 2008, at 23:22 UTC when
rain was not present is shown for comparison. The selected
TSX scene is a portion of the precipitation band belonging
to a convective squall line. The latter is very sheared and
probably lower than the freezing level with small ice content.
The dual-polarization TSX acquisition provides evidence that
the convective precipitation not only attenuates NRCS, but
also produces some cross-polarization signatures. The latter
is indicated by the violet edges of the TSX rainfall signature
where the difference between HH and VV is significant.
4) Florida Case Study (Tropical Storm “Fay”): Tropical
Storm “Fay,” shown in Fig. 5, was the sixth named storm of the
2008 Atlantic hurricane season. Tropical Storm “Fay” formed
from a vigorous tropical wave on August 15, 2008, over the
Dominican Republic. It passed over the island of Hispaniola
before veering into the Gulf of Mexico. On August 20, while
crossing central Florida, Tropical Storm “Fay” unexpectedly
strengthened over land. The storm developed an eye feature and
continued to hold its strength for the rest of the day. After many
hours of land interaction, “Fay” began to weaken to Tropical
Storm status.
The synoptic view of Tropical Storm “Fay” over central
Florida on August 19, 2008, at 23:22 UTC, taken from the
composite reflectivity of the NEXRAD national mosaic at 1 km
altitude [36], is illustrated in Fig. 5. The white ellipse shows a
rain band around 28.0◦ N × 81.4◦ W (Lake Hatchineha, south

of Kissimmee, Florida). The 3-km altitude mosaic of NEXRAD
is compared to the 15-km-wide SM of TSX HH and VV dualpolarized NRCS observations. The same TSX scene, viewed
with HH and VV polarization on August 30, 2008, at 23:22
UTC when rain was not present, is shown for comparison.
Note that there is no obvious enhancement of the measured
NRCS, caused by scattering from frozen hydrometeors. This
was probably caused by strong shear near the center of the
tropical storm that prevents strong vertical motion. In Fig. 5,
it seems that there is no evidence of copolar differential signatures, probably due to graupel and hail, which tend to produce
a negligible differential reflectivity and attenuation [38]. This
TSX case study is also analyzed in [28].
5) Louisiana Case Study (Hurricane “Gustav”): The meteorological history of Hurricane “Gustav” spanned 11 days,
from August 25 to September 4, 2008. At the end of August,
traveling over the warm Gulf Stream’s loop current, it encountered moderate wind shear and cooling sea surface temperatures. Hurricane “Gustav” made its final landfall as a Category 2
hurricane near Cocodrie (Louisiana) on September 1 and continued moving northwestward at 24 km/h. Moving further
inland, Hurricane “Gustav” continued to weaken while delivering torrential rains to the central gulf coast of the U.S. The
hurricane eye, cleared during landfall, was then replaced by a
central dense overcast.
Fig. 6 shows the synoptic view of an outer rain band
of Hurricane “Gustav” over southeastern Louisiana on
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Fig. 4. (Upper left image) Synoptic view of convective cells over central Florida (U.S.) on August 8, 2008, at 23:22 UTC, taken from NEXRAD WR reflectivity
mosaic (NOAA). (Center left image) Enlarged view of the NEXRAD 4-km elevation mosaic, showing precipitation around 28.3◦ N × 81.3◦ W near Kissimmee
(Florida), corresponding to the white box in the previous image. White ellipses highlight precipitation regions. (Center right image) Fifteen-kilometer-wide SM of
quick-look TSX HH and VV dual-polarized NRCS observations in arbitrary units at 100-m resolution is visualized as red–green–blue (RGB) composite with HH
as red, VV as green, and |HH−VV| as blue (DLR). (Far right image) Same TSX scene, viewed with HH and VV polarization on August 30, 2008, at 23:22 UTC
when rain was not present (“background” image), is shown for comparison. The thick continuous line indicates the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed
line is the range coordinate axis; the swath dimension is also shown.

September 2, 2008, at 12:00 UTC taken from the NEXRAD
WR, located in Mobile (Alabama) [35]. The white box shows
precipitation around 30.5◦ N × 89.5◦ W and a precise collocation of WR and TSX data is shown separately in Section III. The
near-surface conical scan at 0.86◦ elevation angle of NEXRAD
rainfall data is compared to the 100-km ScanSAR map of TSX
HH-polarized NRCS observation. The time difference between
TSX and NEXRAD data is about 1 min. Unlike the NRCS
signature previously shown in Fig. 5, precipitation tends to
scatter microwave radiation, causing bright enhancements of
X-SAR NRCS on the leading edge of the convective squall
line near the coast. The correspondence between TSX and WR
patterns over land is quite apparent and significant. TSX returns
over ocean are also detectable by a brighter incoherent feature
with respect to the darker quasi-specular NRCS response, due
to the sea surface. The southern portion of the rain band over
ocean corresponds to WR reflectivity of about 20 dBZ.
III. DATA A NALYSIS
After showing several examples of TSX and WR corresponding imagery, this section is devoted to the extraction of
a quantitative relation between σSAR and near-surface rain rate.
To do this, we ingested TSX and WR data into a common
processing framework and performed a detailed analysis on
TSX-calibrated measurements and WR-retrieved products.

A. Measurement Correlation Analysis
TSX Level-1b data are provided in complex, detected, or
geocoded image formats, annotated through the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) and stored as GeoTIFF files [30].
The calibrated backscattering coefficient σSAR (x, y) can be
obtained by


σSAR (x, y) = ks |C(x, y)|2 sin(θ) − Nesz (x, y) (3)
where C(x, y) is the 16-bit radar amplitude count of the
synthetized pixel, ks is the calibration and processing scaling
factor, θ is the nominal incidence angle, and Nesz is the noise
equivalent sigma-zero (with an average value of −23 dB).
The TSX data, used for retrieval studies, were obtained in
ScanSAR Multi-look Ground-range Detected (MGD) format,
which is characterized by a geometric projection in azimuth and
ground range without terrain correction [30]. This product has
a reduced speckle, due to six-look averaging and approximately
a square resolution on ground of about 18 × 18 m2 with a
pointing knowledge error on ground less than 20 m. A simple
polynomial slant-to-ground projection is performed in range
using a WGS84 ellipsoid and an average constant terrain height
parameter. The MGD format is more suitable than geocoded
or enhanced formats since no digital elevation model corrections are introduced. This means that since we are looking
for an atmospheric signature, we can avoid the circumstance
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Fig. 5. (Upper left image) Synoptic view of Tropical Storm “Fay” over central Florida on August 19, 2008, at 23:22 UTC taken from NEXRAD WR reflectivity
mosaic (NOAA). The white box shows a rain band around 28.0◦ N × 81.4◦ W (Lake Hatchineha, south of Kissimmee, Florida, U.S.). (Center left image)
Enlarged view of the NEXRAD 4-km elevation mosaic, corresponding to white rectangular box in the previous image. White ellipses highlight precipitation
regions. (Center right image) Fifteen-kilometer-wide SM of quick-look TSX HH and VV dual-polarized NRCS observations is visualized in arbitrary units at
100-m resolution as RGB composite with HH as red, VV as green, and |HH−VV| as blue (DLR). (Far right image) Same TSX scene, viewed with HH and VV
polarization on August 30, 2008, at 23:22 UTC when rain was not present (“background” image), is shown for comparison. The thick continuous line indicates
the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed line is the range coordinate axis; the swath dimension is also shown.

where rainfall effects on TSX X-SAR image are inadvertently
removed being confused with topographic effects.
For the quantitative data analysis, we have considered one
case study among the five illustrated in Section II: the Louisiana
case of Fig. 6. The Level-1b data are generated by the version
4.2 of the TSX generator system, whereas the calibration factor
ks is 1.0434 · 10−5 dB/count. The incidence θ at the image
center was about 41.96◦ , and the ScanSAR scene size was
about 154 × 105 km2 . WR data from NEXRAD WSR-88D
were available in terms of Level-2 horizontally polarized radar
reflectivity factor Z (expressed in decibels of Z when Z is
units of millimeters to raised to the sixth power per cubic
meter) with a spatial resolution of about 0.25 km in range
and 0.5◦ in azimuth. Among the various available products, the
plan position indicator at 0.86◦ elevation angle was chosen as
representative of near-surface rainfall field. The freezing level
height z0 was estimated to be around 4.5 km from the closest
available radio-sounding performed in Birmingham (Alabama)
at 12:00 UTC on Sept. 2, 2008. TSX data were acquired
from 11:58:44 to 11:59:06 UTC, whereas NEXRAD data were
acquired at 11:59:44 UTC of the same day.
To make TSX observation comparable with constant altitude
plan position indicator (CAPPI) WR data, both NEXRAD and
X-SAR images were coregistered and degraded through an appropriate moving-average filter at the resolution of about 0.5 km
and down-sampled at about 0.5-km ground resolution. This res-

olution is an upper limit estimate consistent with the effective
resolution obtainable when applying SAR data processing techniques to incoherent moving targets such as precipitation (see
Section II-B). The TSX and WR images were finally projected,
adopting a universal transverse Mercator coordinate system.
Fig. 7 illustrates Hurricane “Gustav” rain band in terms
of calibrated NRCS, as imaged by TSX after filtering and
resampling. Within the same scene, the corresponding zoom of
the WR image is also shown in terms of S-band horizontally
polarized radar reflectivity factor Z (or simply reflectivity,
expressed in decibels of Z). The copolar radar reflectivity factor
Z at HH or VV state is proportional to the radar reflectivity η,
already introduced in (2), through Z = ηλ4 /(π 5 |K|2 ) with λ
the wavelength and |K|2 the dielectric factor equal to 0.93 for
water [13]. As already noted in Fig. 6, the rain band patterns are
apparent in both images with detailed spatial features; values of
Z are as high as 59.1 dBZ, indicating torrential convective rainfall connected to the landfall of Hurricane “Gustav” probably
mixed to some hail [37].
Correlation between NRCS values σSAR against colocated
and coregistered WR reflectivity Z are displayed in Fig. 8,
which refers to the region of interest (ROI) shown in Fig. 7. This
ROI is used as a target area to extract the collocated data set
to train inversion algorithms. As an example, data of Fig. 7 are
also analyzed in Fig. 9 in terms of profiles along two TSX crosstrack sections. Average background value of σSAR , estimated in
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Fig. 6. (Lower left image) Synoptic view of Hurricane “Gustav” over southeastern Louisiana on September 2, 2008, at 12:00 UTC taken from NEXRAD WR
reflectivity mosaic (NOAA). The white box shows an outer rain band around 30.5◦ N × 89.5◦ W. (Center image) Geographic representation of the NEXRAD
CAPPI image at 0.86-km height, acquired by the S-band radar (KMOB, in figure) near Mobile (Alabama). The semitransparent rectangular box represents the scene
of interest, acquired by TSX X-SAR on September 2, 2008, at 12:00 UTC. This image is realized by using NEXRAD Weather and Climate Toolkit, TSX preview
data, and GoogleEarth software tools. (Far right image) Composite of three available 100-km-wide ScanSAR maps of quick-look TSX HH-polarized NRCS
observations in arbitrary units at 100-m resolution (DLR), acquired on September 2, 2008, around 12:00 UTC. The “background” TSX image is unfortunately
not available for the region. The thick continuous line indicates the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed line is the range coordinate axis; the swath
dimension is also shown.

regions outside the rainfall signature, is estimated to be about
−7.93 dB with a standard deviation 0.46 dB.
Both Figs. 8 and 9 show a significant negative correlation between σSAR and S-band Z, demonstrating that the
X-SAR NRCS tends to decrease as the S-band WR reflectivity
increases, mainly due to the increase of two-way rain path
attenuation. In Fig. 8, the dynamic range of X-SAR NRCS due
to rainfall is about 12 dB. Moreover, X-SAR NRCS tends to
saturate for values of S-band Z of about 25 dBZ. The dispersion
between σSAR and Z in Fig. 8 is mainly due to the slant-view
observation geometry, surface NRCS variability and the spatial
inhomogeneity of hydrometeor distribution. As anticipated by
previous model analyses [25], section A–B in Fig. 9 shows
a typical double rain column X-SAR response with a double
attenuation peak that has an apparent correspondence with
S-band WR reflectivity behavior. In section C–D, there is an
enhancement of X-SAR NRCS above the background value just
before the edge of the WR-detected rain cloud, probably due to
precipitating ice backscattering (see Fig. 1).
B. X-SAR Rainfall Retrieval Algorithms
WR copolar horizontally polarized (HH) reflectivity factor
Z can be converted into rain rates using empirical relationships

that generally have the form of a power law [13]. The suggested
retrieval relation for the rainfall field RWR (x, y) in the x–y
horizontal plane is

R̂WR (x, y) =

Z(x, y)
an

1/bn
(4)

with an = 300 and bn = 1.4 for S-band NEXRAD [35] and
an = 200 and bn = 1.6 for a standard Marshall–Palmer formula [13] (when R is in millimeters per hour and Z is in
linear units of millimeters to raised to the sixth power per cubic
meter). For a Z corresponding to 59.1 dBZ, the NEXRAD Z–R
and Marshall–Palmer provide R of about 283 and 180 mm/h,
respectively. Strictly speaking, it is not correct to invert a
statistical relation Z–R to get R–Z as in (4) due to different
error minimization; however, this approximation is a common
practice in radar meteorology (e.g., [34] and [35]).
To transform the TSX measurements into near-surface rain
rate, we need to apply an inversion algorithm [25], [26]. In previous works, a general framework for inverting SAR response,
due to vertical and horizontal distributions of liquid and ice
precipitation, was developed using both statistical and analytical methods [24]–[26]. For practical applications devoted to the
estimate of near-surface rainfall, these model-based techniques
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duce these algorithms, we can refer to the following differential
NRCS (in decibels) at copolar state HH along the cross-track
direction x:
0
(x) − σSARdB (x)
ΔσSARdB (x) = σdB

(5)

0
where σdB
is σ 0 in decibels at copolar state HH and similarly
for σSARdB . The retrieval of R(x, y) from X-SAR is derived
from subsequent along-track measurements of σSARdB in the
y-direction. Note that ΔσSARdB is usually positive for rainfall
observations and tends to be negative for significant backscattering effects due to upper rain cloud at near range (see Fig. 1).
First, the correlation plot of Fig. 8 can be exploited to derive
the REA retrieval expression. An effective model for radar
precipitation analysis is the power-law expression so that the
estimate of the cross-track rain rate profile RREA (x) along x
can be expressed by

R̂REA (x) = ae [ΔσSARdB (x)]be
Fig. 7. Outer rain band of Hurricane “Gustav” rain band, shown in Fig. 6 by
a semitransparent rectangular box, in terms of calibrated NRCS, as imaged by
TSX after filtering and resampling at about 0.5-km resolution and at about 42◦
incidence angle around the image center (upper panel). Within the same scene,
the corresponding zoom of the coregistered NEXRAD image is also shown in
terms of radar reflectivity factor (lower panel) at 0.86◦ elevation angle and at
the same resolution of 0.5 km. The black square line indicates an ROI and the
red lines two arbitrary sections, discussed in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 8. Correlation diagram between NRCS values X-band σSAR against
colocated and coregistered S-band NEXRAD WR reflectivity Z, for a selected
ROI, shown in Fig. 7 by a black square line. The upper axis provides the
estimated rain rate from NEXRAD data using the Marshall–Palmer relation
through proper coefficients given in (4). The best fit curve, representing the
REA method given in (6), is also plotted.

may not be efficient and easy to apply. To circumvent this
limitation, here, we have developed the following two different
simplified approaches: 1) regression empirical algorithm (REA)
and 2) probability matching algorithm (PMA). Results from
REA and PMA methods can also be considered useful benchmarks for more sophisticated inversion algorithms. To intro-

(6)

where X-band ΔσSARdB ≥ 0, and the empirical coefficients ae
and be may be geographically and climatologically dependent
as it happens for WRs in terms of reflectivity and rain rate
in (4) [35]. It is worth stressing that X-band ΔσSARdB in
(6) is in decibels, whereas Z in (4) is in linear units, which
means that the functional models are different in their essence.
From the data of Fig. 8, we can estimate the empirically
based coefficients ae = 3.37 and be = 1.55 (when RREA is in
millimeters per hour) using Marshall–Palmer Z–R coefficients
and ΔσSARdB at about 42◦ incidence angle. Using (6), the mean
overestimation error is of 3.4 mm/h, the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) is about 16.1 mm/h, and the correlation coefficient
is 0.87. Of course, the regression coefficients ae and be are
dependent on the WR inversion algorithm given in (4). When
using NEXRAD Z–R coefficients, we get ae = 2.84 and be =
1.83 with substantial similar error indexes (note that in this
case, estimated R can reach values up to about 280 mm/h).
The REA formula may, indeed, be theoretically justified by
exploiting the X-SAR radar backscattering model in (1) under
some simplifications. Let us assume that X-SAR response is
mainly due to rainfall up to z0 (see Fig. 1). This means that
we are disregarding the echo enhancement of σSAR due to
scattering so that the volumetric echo σvol in (1) is negligible
with respect to the surface return σsrf . This approximation holds
when the two-way path attenuation is fairly high but tends to
underestimate σSAR at rain cloud edges closer to the satellite
nadir-track (see Fig. 1). Under these assumptions, (1) can be
approximated as
⎤
⎡
xm
∼ σ 0 (x) exp ⎣−2 k(x) dx ⎦
(7)
σSAR (x) =
sin θ
x0

where the specific attenuation k has been supposed to be not
horizontally uniform, unlike the assumption valid in (2). In
(7), x0 is the left-hand coordinate where NRCS dips below
the background value σ 0 , whereas xm the right-hand coordinate where NRCS returns to the background value σ 0 , which
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Fig. 9. Cross-track range profiles of (upper panels) TSX NRCS σSAR and (lower panels) S-band NEXRAD WR reflectivity factors Z along two sections at
constant latitude, indicated in Fig. 7 by red lines (A–B in the left panel; C–D in right panel), crossing the rain band around its core. Average background values
σ 0 of X-SAR NRCS, due to land surface without rain, is about −7.9 dB, indicated by a red dashed line, with a standard deviation of ±0.46 dB, indicated by
two dot-dashed lines and statistically estimated from regions outside rainfall. TSX data and NEXRAD data have been filtered and resampled at about 0.5-km
resolution.

may be approximated for a rain slab through xm = x0 + w +
z0 tan(θ) ≈ x0 + w (see Fig. 1). The specific attenuation can
be modeled as k(x) = c[R(x)]d , and the near-surface rain rate
cross-track profile may be expressed by
R(x) =

Req [x/(w/2)]p ,
Req [(w − x)/(w/2)]p ,

0 < x < w/2
w/2 < x < w

(8)

where Re is an effective path-integrated rain rate with q as
a scaling factor and p as a shape exponent, with p = 1 for a
triangular cell and p = 0 for a rectangular cell (indeed, p may
be whatever the along-track shape dictates). Then, the one-way
optical path (or path attenuation) is given by
w

k(x)dx = cRedq

w
.
pd + 1

(9)

0

Using (7) and from some algebraic manipulation, we can get

1/(dq)
sin θ(pd + 1)
Re =
(ΔσSARdB )1/(dq)
8.686cw
bm
= am ΔσSARdB

meters. This means that a simplified inversion algorithm may
be written as Re = am (ΔσSARdB )bm , where the model-based
coefficients am and bm are derived by comparison from (10).
Supposing θ = 42◦ , c = 0.0235, and d = 1.12 at X-band (when
k is in decibels per kilometer and R is in millimeters per hour
[13]), this yields bm = 1/(1.12q). By comparing be and bm
and imposing their equivalence, we can deduce that the scaling
factor q is equal to 0.576. For a rectangular rain column of
width w equal to 1.5 km, the coefficient am is then equal
to about 3.36, which is comparable with the experimentally
derived coefficient ae in (6).
The REA approach may suffer from space–time coregistration errors. A way to address this problem is to resort
to a probability matching approach over a given target area
[41], [42]. Once estimated the probability density function
pWR (RWR ) of WR-based rain rate RWR and the probability
density function pSAR (ΔσSARdB ) of measured TSX differential NRCS ΔσSARdB , the PMA method can be simply written
as follows:
R̂PMA

pWR (RWR )dRWR

(10)
Rt

which is formally equivalent to the empirical formula given in
(6). For shallow rain clouds and relatively wide storms, we may
approximate w with the horizontal pixel size Δx, particularly
if the latter is degraded to the order of several hundreds of

ΔσSARdB

=

pSAR (ΔσSARdB )dΔσSARdB
ΔσdBt
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Fig. 11. Correlation diagram between TSX-estimated rain rates at 500-m
resolution, using both (upper panel) REA and (lower panel) PMA techniques
and NEXRAD WR-derived rain rate. Data points are those shown in Fig. 10.
The correlation coefficient is 0.76 for REA and 0.64 for PMA, the error biases
are equal to 1.8 and 3.1 mm/h, respectively, for REA and PMA methods,
whereas the RMSEs are equal to about 10.9 and 13.2 mm/h.
Fig. 10. Map of the estimated rain rate at 500-m resolution from TSX
X-SAR, using (upper panel) REA and (middle panel) PMA both applied to
the TSX NRCS image shown in Fig. 7. (Lower panel) Colocated rain rate map,
retrieved from NEXRAD WR, is also provided for comparison.

where Rt and ΔσdBt are rain rate and differential σSARdB
lower threshold values (e.g., equal to 0.1 mm/h and 0.5 dB,
respectively). The integrals in (11) represent a probability (or
cumulative distribution function) and if computed for increasing values of the extremes, we can get a formal expression of
PMA as follows:
R̂PMA (x) = fPM [ΔσSARdB (x)]

(12)

where fPM is a functional that can be either implemented as
a lookup table of RPMA and NRCS records or as a polynomial regressive curve [42]. Using the data of Fig. 8 and
Marshall–Palmer Z–R coefficients [see (4)], we have estimated
a mean error of 2.3 mm/h, an RMSE of about 19.5 mm/h,
and a correlation coefficient of 0.86. These results, which are
similar when using NEXRAD Z–R coefficients, apply to a grid
resolution of 500 m.
C. Application
When applying (4) to S-band WR reflectivity data of Fig. 7,
we can obtain the near-surface rain rate image of Fig. 10.

The estimated RWR may reach values of up to 200 mm/h as
expected in torrential rain bands of a hurricane. The results of
the two inversion algorithms REA and PMA, expressed in (6)
and (12), respectively, are shown in Fig. 10 as well.
The patterns of WR and TSX estimated rain rate exhibit
a significant spatial similarity. The rain rate variability is
comparable, as expected, since we used WR data over an
ROI (see Fig. 7) to train both TSX-based retrieval algorithms.
Differences are noted around the edges due to the slant view
geometry of TSX and the assumptions behind both PMA and
REA methods. The trend is to underestimate rainfall at near
range (right side of Fig. 10 as derived from Fig. 6) and to
overestimate it at far range (left side), probably due to different
two-way attenuation paths. Rain rate estimates, derived from
PMA, show relatively high texture variability for low rain rate
values, due to the probability matching discretization.
The estimation errors over the entire scene of Fig. 10 can be
quantified by using correlation diagrams. The latter are shown
in Fig. 11, where the estimated rain rate for REA and PMA
techniques are plotted against the WR-derived rain rate RWR
using about 90 000 colocated WR and TSX estimates. The
agreement between the retrieved RWR and the estimated RREA
and RPMA is fairly good, yielding correlations of 0.76 and 0.64,
respectively. The error biases are equal to 1.8 and 3.1 mm/h, respectively, for REA and PMA methods, whereas the RMSEs are
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equal to about 10.9 and 13.2 mm/h. The fractional-percentage
RMSE, defined as the ratio between RMSE and root-meansquare value of RWR over the entire data set, is equal to about
to 63% and 55% for REA and PMA, respectively. In general,
the REA method provides results that are slightly better than
the PMA approach. Note that these results were obtained from
a training data set comprising a sub-data set derived from the
ROI that included 16 000 points. To some extent, this choice
should guarantee the robustness of the obtained results.
Parametric rain rate estimators, previously obtained using a
specific Z–R relation as in (4), can simply be generalized by
using the experimental relation between S-band Z and X-band
σSARdB (at about 42◦ incidence angle around the image center),
as shown in Fig. 8. The suggested regressive relation to estimate
S-band reflectivity is
ẐdB (x) = az [ΔσSARdB (x)]bz

(13)

where ZdB is the WR reflectivity Z, defined in (4) and expressed in decibels of Z. The empirically based coefficients
of (13), valid for S-band reflectivity measurements and ZdB >
20 dBZ, are az = 35.85 and bz = 0.17. In this case, the underestimation mean error is of 0.3 dBZ, the RMSE is about
4.67 dBZ and the correlation coefficient is 0.87. Using a generic
relation Z = aRb as in (4) and substituting in (13), we obtain
for across-track rain rate profiles the following:
 1/b
 sin θ
bz
az
1
Δσ
(x;θ)
R̂(x) =
10 10b sin θ0 SARdB
a

(14)

where ΔσSARdB (x; θ) is the differential NRCS for a generic
incidence angle θ, θ0 = 42◦ , and all limitations about Z–R
inversion, already discussed for (4), apply. In (14), we have also
generalized the dependence on the incidence angle θ by exploiting the analytical result in (10) and its inherent assumptions.
The ratio sin θ/ sin θ0 in (14) basically takes into account the
angular variation of path attenuation for a given uniform rain
column with respect to available TSX data at θ0 = 42◦ (see
Fig. 7). Finally, it is worth noting that due to the definition
of σ 0 = β 0 sin θ with respect to the slant NRCS β 0 (e.g.,
[13] and [25]), (14) would have the same formal expression
when ΔσSARdB is substituted with the differential slant NRCS
0
− ΔβSARdB , due to its logarithmic form.
ΔβSARdB = βdB
IV. C ONCLUSION
Several spaceborne X-SARs are now operating, and several
more will be aloft in the coming years. These X-SAR sensors
may provide an opportunity to measure rainfall over land with
spatial resolution at microalpha scale (between a few hundreds
of meters and 1 km), even though several open issues must still
be addressed. To show this potentiality, several case studies,
selected from TSX overpasses over Europe and the U.S. in
2008, have been qualitatively analyzed to identify rainfall signatures over land. The latter have been visually validated using
colocated WR data. This analysis has clearly demonstrated the
sensitivity of TSX measurements to atmospheric precipitation

over land with a dynamic range larger than 10 dB with respect
to surface background NRCS.
A detailed data analysis of a case study, related to Hurricane
“Gustav” on September 2, 2008, over the Louisiana, has shown
a quantitative correlation among TSX X-SAR backscattering
and ground-based remotely sensed precipitation patterns. Two
simplified empirical inversion algorithms have been applied
to obtain TSX-retrieved near-surface rain fields. The empirical approach has the advantage of including all observation
and natural variability of the rain phenomenon, even though
it is limited to measurement specifications and environment.
Indeed, the power-law regression method, named REA, has
been theoretically justified starting from the integral equation
of X-SAR inverse problem [26].
The X-SAR rainfall estimates for Hurricane “Gustav” TSX
snapshot have been compared to those retrieved from the available NEXRAD S-band WR observations at 500-m resolution.
After a careful coregistration and filtering procedure, the results
have quantitatively confirmed the effects of rain patterns on
X-SAR imagery and the potential of X-SARs to retrieve rainfall
rate fields at high-spatial resolution. Within a variability of rain
rates up to about 200 mm/h, the estimated RMSE from X-SAR
data is about 11 mm/h with an average error less than 2 mm/h.
This error budget includes all possible sources, from the sidelooking geometrical effects (inducing geolocation errors due to
foreshortening, shadowing, and local incident-angle variability)
to the surface background NRCS uncertainty, from the intrinsic
variability of the raindrop-size distribution to the slant probing
of the entire storm within each range gate. In this respect, the
obtained result is quite encouraging.
Quantitative retrieval algorithms, able to reconstruct the
horizontal and vertical structure of precipitation without too
simplistic assumptions, are still under investigation and will
be the objective of future works. The main challenge will be
to deal with the slant geometry of the X-SAR observations at
high spatial resolution by including not only path attenuation
signatures of precipitation, but also its backscattering effects
[26]. The uncertainty of surface background NRCS also needs
to be explicitly included within the error budget. The X-SAR
polarimetric capability, such as that available by TSX X-SAR,
is another feature to be exploited to better constrain the rainfall
retrieval problem from spaceborne X-SARs over land. Finally,
the use of ground-based polarimetric WR, as a comparison
reference, would allow deepening the experimental explanation
of the X-SAR response and provide a more accurate reference
for X-SAR calibration of empirical approaches such as REA
and PMA.
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